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Although there is no ac~
tual .de.dllne for the. a·asic
Educational
Opportunity
Grant
(BEOG),
it
is
suggested . students make
their applications now.
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In Married Housing

.-~ ·-· ·;,.

•,
I

·•By RaeheiDI~on
townhouses, which will rise by $30,
. .Student$ Uvins · in · the · UNM
from $165 to $195,
'
:mllrri~d . resideilf$ ~ Jt'ousing' "~"
Schulte siQd, u1 tried to figure
.trying to organi~~ .a meeting with
the rent increase on the basis of
'other residents.": .to protest the
square feet tp get a differential in
. in!;a;ea~ ·in their renttd .rate, sa.id V.
r.11tes for apartments." He denied
Emilio. Castaneda •.a .student living
receiving the letter from Castanec.ta.
in tbe"bopsJ.n.a•. T~~ in<:rea~ 1s.to
"The increase· ·in the rent will
become effective .luly l, ·1977.
coy~r
the 33 per cent . increase in
HMost · people are really upset .,_
.
utalaty
costs and the increase in the
with the increase. Where is all the ··
·
·
.
repair
and maintenance l:Judget as
money-going?,.. ·Castaneda- asked.
well
as
normal increases in other
H~-has lived in the married student
.
cost
categories,"
he said.
housing for aimost two years.
· The repair and maintenance
Castaneda said he sent a
~udget will iQcrease $19,500 in the
regist.ered · letter to ·HotJsing ... and .
next
1.977-78 year for a total of
Food Service. Director Robert
$70,140,
Schulte said. The. aparSchulte pointing out tbeopercenuige
tments
receive
a revenue of more'
differenc~ in the· rent increases. The
than $400,000 a year from students·
rate. percentages range fto-:n a lO.S
most of the money ls used to pa;
per cent increase to a 2LS per cent
,-·;· ...
for the building, he· said,
increase for various townhouses.
The increase will be the first for
The townhouses differ in the
married
students' housing since its
number of bedr~oms and whetber ~
opening-in
Apr. 1975.
or not they are furilished. ·
'.'We have to generate out own
Included in the rate increases are:
revenues to cover our expenses. The
the monthly rates. for a onemarried student housing receives no
bedroom furnished apartment
PhatobVDintt.rr•• appropriations by the University or
($145
SISS); rates for two•
bedroom unfurnished flats (SJ4S to
f 'l't' · d · :, f
. . . the state,'' Schulte said. MainThe tent :is being inctflased on these UNM housing SCI I •es es1gned Of matlled tenance costs on the housing have
$1.70). The largest rate increase will
gone up sin~e 1975, he said.
be for three-bedroom unfurnished students.
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' By ~oberl R. Lee
mahta.ry
a
generalization that "the possibility' . '
Dr. Martm C:. Needl~.r, UNM of prame amportance, the mllatary of a coup is twice as much during , ·
.
·
~- ·
professor of pobttcal sc1ence and bureaucracy may take such steps as bad economic times."
•
•
~~: ;?
sociology, delivered the Univer- it deems necessary to guarantee "an
The difficulty with behavior;tl
By Tbn HJqfns
volved in fields such as the arts
~;,.
sity's Annual ~ese!Jrch Lecture effective armed force."
analysis, Needler said is that it
. UNM Professor. Jack Kolbert history, foreign languages . and
. ·. ·
Thursday night at the Kiva. .
· Needler
emphasized
the "traditionally .stresses' the con• _said he has a "better than even English.
: It
The purpose of the l~ctureship, bureaucracy theory as being more firmation of ~he hypothesis, and chanc~" to ge.t ~ pos.t in President
Kolbert said there is a good
. ~- ~
instituted in 19.54, is to recognize ·effective in explaining rnany aspects no~ how -th~ hypothesis ·was C:arter's adma;n~stratton and t~at chance that ~he will take the job
and honor· the work of University .of Latin American military coups,. de.nyed• In other words, w,.hy was hagh-level offlcaals at th~ Wh~te wh!_ch he expects will pay about
facultymembers.Needler,speaking than the other theories, but added thas theory chosen (as an ap- House have. been. contactmg ham S60,000ayearifitisoffered, .
on "The Latin American Military that, "what is needed is a system O'f' proach)?~'
.
.
about the JOb. smc~ before· the · Kolbert 'said that although he will
Coup as a Problem in the Social interpretation that takes into ac•
The palit!cal development theory November el~uon. · .
.
be objective in his decisions if he
Sciences," was the· first p()litical count the cqmple~ily of sQCial argues that a military government is
Kolbert! professor of . modern gets the job, ".I can't help but think
scientistto deliver the lecture.
reality." . ·
•
simply a stage of political and classacal languag!s at UN~ it would be to UNM's distinct
Needler beg~n his talk by· saying, . With behavioral
analysis,
development
•.·n·1the. altransition
from and
.•Aibuqu~rque
Caty .. Cou~ctl
... ( asdon't
UNM
·
mo
h
1
Presadent
saad he expects
to fmd advantage
has received
muchbelieve
in terms
of
~·1 h.ave chosen to talk about the Needler said
. : the.· next three
.· · weeks
.
.
grants as it deserves for its size."
· ...We attempt to infer de narc tY. orti co·· omf ru eto arnore ·out. wathm
military·. coup in .Latin America causal relatioqs
.whether
. he wa'11 be narned Chaarman
•
. . . from
,· concrete
. ' . mocra
· ac orm o government.
Kolbel't. said that if he gets the
I
b
because in my mind it js the most 0 .· ser!ab e. facts •. · · Beh~vaor~l · uouring the transition," Needler of the National Endowment for the job he will complete the academic
·. salient feature of Latin American analysts rehes. on the relauo~~hap said, -·it is argued that there is no Arts. ·
year and that he wquld prefer to go
politics.''
betw~n ~henomena such as the alternative tq government on the
He said the position is that of o.n a leave of absen~e from UNM
He said it is difficult to determine. relataonsbip between the ~~urren~ basis of force."
direct · advisor to .the President rather than resign. He said .also that
·
of
coups
-and
eco.nomic
·conN
d.l
'd
h
•
h
b
·
·. · · . th·.e·.•·d,aspensataon
·· · ·· · '?f he would li ke to postpone his
ee er sat t at at as een ~oncernang
the political significance of military ditions ,, Needle · 'd
intervention in Latin American
'
..•r sa• · . .
.
argu,d, in the context of about $100 mdhon annually 1n possible departure so he can
politics. "'not because of a lack of
Ne~dler sa•~. furt~er that devel.epment theory, thill the federal grants. The grants go to. continue his work as. city council
.data, ·but because·ofthe problem of behaVIoral analys,., has vaelded the
(Copjinuedon Pat:•·J4!J individuals and institutions . inpresident.
·interpreting the military coup and
making sense of its can~ ''.
Needler said he has chosen to
.. approach the Latin American
military coup ·' 4.as a proble-m in the
· social sciences,· using several socialscience perspectives,'' in the hoi1C
of ua:~derstanding the causes·ofsuch · ·
military intervention.
....
Needler described . four broad
approaches he ·-and other political '
· sc~entists have used. to analYze the.
·.
causes ofth~ military coup in Latin
~ •
America: The bureaucracy theory,
,. behavioral
.analysis, . the
· development. theory and class
. analysis.·
i • ·, ,,
"""
.. ...
. ·-·
The- . approach. to the mihtary
coup Needler .described Wa$ the
bureaucracy t.heory: which paints
the military as· a "bureaucratic
corps."
· ."Ssseniialiy-; army: officer$ are
bureaucrats," said. Needler, ''and
t ...
any bureaucratic agency comes to
"
· Flobett Saxby and Martin Butt demonstrate. a primitive potterv._firing . . nique whh:n
·~· :-.._
}1ave a character and a. purpo!le of
us•s
cow dung. The method is used by Indians to give ceramics a shiny black surface •
. its own~ which it comes to justify.,_,.
Thus,. said Needler, assuming the.
!
; ':
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Administrative Job
Lec~~~es~:_,o_n"~fCQ\J-,p~; ·~:·>;;~e~:,J.~.~~-1~.(J~pJ~~-~
v~ews defense·~ f!l~tter
In' Wash I. ng ton· D c
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ReSea;ch
Speech
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For Religious Polic1es.

-

Food
Rationing Pushes
.
Cubans· to Restaurants

Rome Under Fire

·;::;

·~

_i

WASHINGTON (UPJ)~The
o Roman Catholic Church needs to
-l "purge itself of sellism and related
~ forms of idolatry" and ordain
women and married men to the
priesthood, a task force of the.
0
u
National Organization for Women
said Sunday.

.

dination of married men and
women, the NOW task force l!rged
the bishops to petition Rome to
authorize the ordination of
"qualified candidates who publicly
own their homosexuality."

.

.

.

'

'B

A Whole Grinder

~)

z

(!;

Get A Half Grinder

.

·~

'In a mock pastonil letter,
:Z following the form of prol)ounN
cements mady by llishops to the
• ·~ faithful, ·the NOW task force on
&! women and religion said,
• "Maternally, we admonish you to
develop a self-critical ability with
which to c.ombat the blind idolatry
of self which has resulted in sexism,
racism and classism within the
Church, and has contributed to
these great evils in society at large.''
The task force singled out the
Detroit Call to Action Conference
of the U.S. bishops as having
"delivered a prophetic message to
the Church'' for its call that they
petition the Vatican to rule 'that
marriage or seK is not a barrier to
the priesthood."
"called the Church away from its
historic position of antisexuality,
which has had destructive consequences for the whole church, but
which has led in particular to \he
oppression of women both within
the Church and in the larger
society."
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Coupon Good Through Wednesday, April27
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.M.r. Steak
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268~7895

1400 'San Pedro NE
..
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69¢

1/4 pounder

regular 85c 10c more for cheese
with coupon
2 WEEK EXPIRATION DATE - Expltes ffion., may 9

International

It said the Detroit conference has

~·

;;:::

Lisbon ·Hails Defeat

::E

,.,",,

{"~

;:;

FREE

.Coffee House Friday
Saturday Nites
·
.Fine Entertainment

Nightly, ·people from all wall\s of capitalistic~so many .Cubans
HAVANA, Cuba (UPI)~Food
rationing has t.ouched off a boom in. life line up to get into the ~ity's best prefer to spend their money.
Havana's restaurants and supper restaurants. By show· time;, all the
· ·tables<ai'e. Jaken.•.atthe.~clllbs. in· the
clubs.
"Look," said one Cuban, "You
luxury hotels~by Cubans, not by don't get any interest in the bank
and if you accumulate too much
foreign guests.
It's not cheap, either. A dinner money there the government gets
for two~with beer instead of 'suspicious and thinks you're inLISBON, Portugal (UPJ)~ Thousands of cheering Port~guese jammed wipe~ can come to $'35, the volved in some shady business.
Lisbon's bullring Sunday opening celebrations for the third anniversary of equivalent of a. week's salary.
You're better~ off spending ·your
The reason for the outlay is that . money,"
the overthrow of th\l rightwing dictatorship. Socialist Prime Minister
Mario .Soares praised his party's victory over "the dark clouds" .of com- Cubans have the money to buy
munism.
food, but it's rationed, so they
Except for fruits and vegetables,
Military leaders announced the biggest parade in .Lisbon's history Mon- spend it in restaurants instead.
. most foodstuffs are rationed. Each
day to commemorate the Apr. 25, 1974 military coup over the
"We can eat.well at home for 14 person is allowed one pound of . ~ ·
authoritarian regime that bad ruled for 48 years. '
·
or 16 days a month with the. meat every 1() days. The ration of
· Soares lavished 'praise on the military officers who seized power but said rationed (ood,, said a lO-year-old coffee-Cubans are great coffee
"their dreams for democracy" were accomplished through the struggle of Cuban accountant. "The rest of the drinkers~ was recently cut from
hi' s,,party's
·
·m1'l1'tants
··
· •
. .
.
time we'll. eat out twice a week."
. IV! to one ounce per person per
We ":ere the ones who enabled soc1al!sts ~~roug~out the world to.overEv.en though the avera~e Cuban week.
com_e the1r complexes about the com~umsts, he~~·~·
.
·· might only make $200 a month, his . But in the restaurants, you can
L1sb.on was the center of the anmver~ary.festtv•t•es, i!ul almost e~ery rent could be S20. There are no eat as much as you want of
tow~ m the country held events rangmg from bullfights I? musical taxes and education and medical anything. It is not uncommon to see
festivals. .
. .
. .
,
.
.
. services are free, So there's always a well-dressed diner take wrapping
AI! parties fro!" the left to the nght JOined 10 t~e celebr!ltlons. The ~om- money left over for restaurants.
paper from his pocket and wrap up
~umsts and rad1ca_lleft stressed the need ~o ret81~ the ga1~s they ~ch1eved
The banks pay 'no interest on part of his meal to take home to his'
m the e~rly ch.a~tlc days of the revolution. ~h1le the nght praised the de 0 5 its~it's considered wife or children.
·
moderatmg pohc1es of the government and mllttary.
P
.

d

.,

!

'

Am!n Squads on Rampage
NAIROBI, Kenya-Newly formed death squads have gone on a
rampage in Uganda following another reported attempt to assassinate
President Idi Amin, refugees have'told newsmen in Kenya,
Several of the new refugees have reported that the recently formed
death squads, made up of Sudanese soldiers recruited to guard Amin,
have unleashed a reign of terror in the country.

By United Press International

National

In addition to the call for or-

DAILY 'LOBO

WASHINGTON~The

Justice Department is investigating possible
price fixing by intrastate natural gas producers and pipeline companies, an official said Sunday.
A source said the department sent out "civil investigative demand"
letters to intrastate producers and pipeline companies whicb.mostly
operate in TeKas, Louisiana, New Mexico and Oklahoma requesting.
documents to be used in the probe.
·
•

.

~o.139

Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102,277-4202.
The New M:edt:o Daily Lobo is published
Monday .through Friday nery regular week
of the Univer.sltY year and weekly during the
summer :tesslon by the ~oard of Stud~nt

.

.

ACLU Predicts Abortion Ban

Publications of the Univers1l)' of New Me,HCO,
and is not finAncially &S!Miat~Cd with UNM,
, Second cla!!l!l ·postagt'! paid •at Atbuqut!rque,
New McxlcO 87131._ -SUb!cription rate Is

LOUISVILLE, Ky.-There will be a Constitutional amendment
passed in the next few years banning aborti9ns in the United States,
an American Civil Liberties Union official predicts.
' "There's no question in my mindthat in a few years we'll have such
a Constitutional amendment," ·ACLU spokeswoman Ellen Leitzer
said Sunday. "The .legal rightto abortions is gravely endangered."

110.00 lorl~p a"'dem\e year.
, , '
The opinions cxpret.Sed on the cd1tor•al.
pages or Tho Dally Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion Is that ~he
editorial board ol The Daily Lobo. Nothon~

or

printed lfi The Dally Lobo fii!C:C!J!ilrily
represents the views or the University of New

ON THE ALLEY
BETWEEN
STANFORD
AND
CORNELL
1/2 BLK. OFF CENTRAL

.I

Gas
Price Fixing Probed
•

New Mexico

Vol. 81

~Buy

'\

Syrian Offensive Jolts Beirut
BEIRUT, Lebanon~Syrian peacekeeping troops fought their way
into Palestinian-held districts of Beirut Sunday in a sudden offensive
that Palestinians said caught them by surprise:
· At least SO persons were reported killed or wounded in the fighting.
A communique from the Syrian-dominated Arab league
peacekeeping force said the crackdown was aimed at tracking down
collaborators of four guerrillas accused of murdering-two Syri;ut .
soldiers late last week.
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Special on our special sandwich

J

"'

Genoa salami, Provalone cheese
Cure 81 ham on a roll with lettuce
regular 185

special I~

50

MONDAY-AND TUESDAY ONLY

. i
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'

Queen* braziec
has it all
·Food and Dessert

Dai~y

14 Black Nationalists Killed·
. The Rhodesian military command said
SALISBURY,
Rhodesia~

Sunday government troops have killed 14 Black nationalist guerrillas
and two women who were "actively assisting" them.
·
On the political front, sharp. disagreement emerged between Prime
Minister Ian· Smith and the chairman of his Rhodesian Front Party
over how majority rule might come to Rhodesia. ·

•R@g. U.S. Pat, Off .• Am, D.O. Corp, (c'l Copyright 1975,

~m.

D.O. Corp.
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Regular Size·
SUNDAES

for the price of one

.
With this coupon
Valid only at 2300 Central or 12th & 1-40
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bring this coupon to the COSTUME HOUSE for

?.L:~ steinhardt"l
1

leotards and
• tights

.

Buy any two
Fro-Yos get the third for ......u
(Toppings not included)

)

wi~h coupon (Coupon good week of Apr. 25)

• •/Jim<ly «=from Yale Pw-k

Coupon Valid 2p.m·closing

22 I6 Central S.l-:.~265-5986

Look tor"PUSH ~ .. opening in the Winrock Mall
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Our summer special for you .•.•••
"Les Steinhardt" camisoles in shimmering
colors for your every
mood! Wear with jeans
and skirts ~ beautiful!

Alfie .tf.t9

8524/ndiln $cllllol NE
3920·Cenlrll SE
6301 Menlul NE

·order

.2 Pisces 1Ffish, Frsneh Fries, ond Crunchils
Expiret Moy I, 1977

ne
burger
Get One Free With This Ad

•,

Featuring Quality Food
. and Speedy Service
8516 CentralcriearWyomln•l255-6130
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Home 0! The Sack Lunch Special
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Perspective

Editorials
·Opinions

The journey of the ASUNM election case might mercifully be at
.,f an end, but we kind.of doubt it.
·
·
•
1;:
Last Thursday the student court dismissed the charges against
:i: the election commission and ruled that a recount, done by an impartial group, will finally give uslhe long-awaited winner~;~. But as
seems to be the· case frequently in. recent days, the court did not
give any indication of when that impartial group will be picked,
There has been talk that the court will hire a certified public accountant to do the recount (with the money to pay for the recount
coming out of _ASUNM President Damon Tobias' contingency
fund.)
·
THE SELECTION WILL probably take a few days and then; of
course, in the event of a tie, a run-off will haVe to"b('l held. Naturally,
that will take a few more days in preparation •.
This is all plann'ed in the event that UNM President William E.
Davis decides to leave things the way they are. Counsel for the
plaintiffs in the recent case, R.J. Laino, said after Thursday's
decision that he might Appeal to the president. .
.
We'd advise the vociferous Mr. Laino not to bother the busy
president at this time. Deciding on the senators who will divvy L!P
almost a quarter of a ·million dollars in student money probably
doesn't seem too important to a man who spends roughly a third of
his working days away from the campus he runs. Of course, Bud
did· step in and say, ''Let's have the election as scheduled," once
before, so anything can happen.
NOW, WE WOULDN'T BE trying to hurry anyone or anything,
but we would like to remind the court that there are only two weeks
left to this semester, and this is the LOBO's final five days of
publication (four flOW). And we do think it would be nice for the
students to know who their senators are before they go home for
the summer.
.
We don't suppose any of this will bother the court or the
ASUNM elite who have dragged out this mess so long. They seem
to enjoy this elaborate and intricate drama which is running almost
two weeks long.
.
•
To the court and the ASUNM groupies: Get your act in gear.

llllllllllllllllllllmmlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllmmlllllmll Lettea·s ll•llllllinn•:.•lmmllllllllllllllllllllmlmnllmnnmlllllllllllllllllllll

ASUNM Election Fanfare
PRO.

··

CON

Editor:
· Editor:
,
All the rumbling and mumbling concerning the elec- .. Another election has passed and yet we have no
tions and its participants bring to the surface all the
winner. It has become the practice in recent years for
criticisms. Yet, like the iceberg, one must not just conour student elections to be decided in a court. This
•
sider the visible. ,
election is no different. Again the losers refuse to bow
out gracefully. Instead, they have drawn up charges in
Students fail to· see that ASUNM Senate has been
order to undermine the student voice.
very active in Student Affairs, and that senators don't
AI)Tlost all charges were unsubstantiated; many
put on the "Elections Show" without-an enormou~
were false. The accusers made no effort to verify any
amount of ''mouth-work," physical effort and
of the information. More importantly, none of these
precious time. (plus a lower grade-point average.)
charges in any way influenced the outcome. of the
election. -example: the false charge· concerning
Funny how in an "equal time society" the positive
walkie-talkiesangles" of Senate have not been aired.
. The losers refuse to accept tlie outcome of the first
. Qh well, next time the show rolls around, buy a
election. Rather, they choose to drag the students
ticket and get your Senate's worth.
through another election. After all, they have nothing .
tolose..
.
Name Withheld by Request
I believe that we should let the votes cast on Wednesday decide the winner, not a press trial or another
election.
Leonard Garcia

An· d 'Somewhere n .B·etween
I'

• • •
·
.
Editor:
.
The Slumber Party looks with cynical relish upon
the aftermath of the recent ASUNM elections. Chaos,
we love it.
are please? wit~ the gr~at _way .t~e
student politiCO~ are handling th1s _exerc1se m futility
kn~wn to the na1ve as the d~mocr~t1c pr~~ess.
. Were the ASUNM elect1ons ngged? _asks a flyer
flymg around campus. The Source has mformed us
that "democratic elections" are by their very nature
"rigged." They are rigged by the few to keep the
many believing they have a say in directing their
political and ecol']omic destiny. The fact is they have
no such say.

.
.
fascist facade within which they funct1on. I hey are
handmaidens for the administration, nothing more.
Their seeming thirst for power comes from the fact
that they have none.
On campus all important economic, social and
political questions are settled either by the university
president or the regents. We say let the regents appoint the student government in the first place. Elections, at least in the case of student government, are a
wasteoftimeandmoney.

yye

Democracy is a hoax. Those people who continue
to perpetuate the illusion of choice in what is essentially a closed system are either those who· benefit
from the rip,off, Dr those who are fools. The candidates and their running dogs fall into the first group;
the people who continue to vote their blind idealism
fall into the second.
We believe that when the people want things
changed, they change things, and we aren't talking
about voting.

The Slumber Party tends 'to opt for the one-party
system. Our plirty of course. We also believe that
examination of the so:called two-party system will
reveal that both pa,rtys ate functionally one party. The
differences that appear so miraculously around election tim~ are nothin~ more than rhetorical rantings, in
short, wmdow dressmg.
Politi~ians don't' want ch.a~ge. They offer you ~o
real opt1ons. They are unw1ll1ng to change the bas1C

OOONESBURY
NONGOP

··-,tho

c:oluMna._-

After all, it might wake someone
up, which would be an accomplishment in itself.
Erin Halpin.
P.s. It should be noted: not
every faculty member and administrative department should feel
this criticism is leveled toward
them.
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by Garry Trudeau

In the meantirne, we do hope
that PIRG people'who are directing
the election ought to exercise
extreme caution in the voting
process. God k~ows, one circ,us
. per spring is enough.
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Jerks"

rninistrative employees in ap- !lnd legislate exclusionary policies.
proaching University• problems This campus craze would involve
would take three days. I could list stuffing rotten food into one's own
sitl;!ation after situation involving back pocket and throwing it center' .
the insulting behavior of these stage. Egging. What one might call
bureaucrats toward their em- -~af;fi;rm;;;at;iv;e;a;c;ti;o·;n~.
Editor:
..
ploye,s, the student body, and sin···
Reward and punishment is the stabilizing factor in all civilized life, ce the ratio of undergraduates to
without it the free American society will be destroyed.
.
graduate students at this University
As usualwith idealistic indivi<luals, it is l:lelieved any form of punishment is in favor .of the undergraduates,
•.·
.
.
is morally wrong and uncivilized/ or "colonial" -when actually the reverse one would realize wno really emis true.
ploys these administrators and
Step down from the top of Marron Hall al')d talk to any honest, har- faculty. This 1 understand may be
dworking teacher about what they feel e1bout punis.hrnent of mischieveous an
extremely
presumptious
children in the schoo.ls. Don't ask (if you can find one) the "mentally and. viewpoint; nevertheless, I think it is
emotionally disturbed. adults who call themselves teachers." What recour- viable.
se do teachers have to control children who disrupt classrooms and thus
Never before have I had th~ octear the system down to thP.ir levels? One paddle is worth a thousand child casion to meet so many super·
psychiatrists. The same mentality that brought us thousands of grievance cilious pompous jerks collectively
and personnel boards t~ rehire fired "mentally artd emotionally disturbed · grouped in one area.
·
adults who call themselves teachers," now wants to ban punishment in
As we all are aware, the Univer_
I
the schools because of the same ''mentally and emotionally disturbed sityof New Mexico andthetypeof
adults who call themselves teachers.''
. "graduate" it produces are n9t
1
The Supreme Court's decision brings needed order .and stability to an even comparable material-or so
erodin 9 pubncschoolsystem .. ·
theysaytosomeofthereallylousy
We Serve All Your· Needs 7 am.. Ml'dn ·ght
1
Neal LaFon schools around. The facilities and
(EDITOR'S NOTE: If Mr. LaFon would care to read our editorial, to departments which might possibly
243-5601
Yale &Central
which he refers vaguely, he would find that we did not say teachers should yield quality products are being cut ~;.;;;;.;;_;;;.;.;;.;~-------------------•
not be allowed to punish children; We merely disagreed with the court's back. The curriculum wasn't that
decision to take away the legal recourse/rom children who were struck.)
great to begin with and now it's
being diminished. After attending
one of the top 20 schools in the
nation and comparing possible
alternatives in education, I find
~.nifnrtlrcn1""'D
UNM very limited.
Editor:
And yet, day after day, one can
--~"1111
The action by the Faculty Senate on Tuesday in voting to cut the drop walk into any classroom on campus
period from twelve weeks to twa weeks was a major step backwards in and find some real yo-yo standing
terms of faculty's consideration of students.
up in front of 400 students boring
The policy oehind the twelve-week drop system was to give students them to tears and groans. As I look
YAMAHA CR-800 RECEIVER
one of their few opportunities. to mitigate the harshness of the around me in class I wonder if the
On Stereo Systems
45/45w/channel 8 ohms
"educational system." Instead of creating a "climate conducive to professor isn't able to see that out
Two Advent Loudspeakers
with Yamaha's
wlth Speaker Cable
education,"·the Senate has created a more repressive climate.
of a class of 400 only 200 show up,
Matu~ed Perennials
If the Senate is so concerned with "quality education,".they should first and out of the 200 who are there,
VALU~$900
look to the underlying reasons as to why students are dropping classes. 20 are interested.
3 SYSTEMS .LEFT $600
YAMAHA CR-450 RECEIVER
(i.e. failure on part of faculty) before 'engineering' such a drastic adOne might easily blame all this
25/25w/channel 8 ohms
ministrative change which penalizes students.
disgusting behavior on the lazy-noYOU SAVE...
Two Advent smaller
Carl Bradford good students. But look at it
Loudspeakers with
to p~ant your cherry orchard.
GSA President ar;tother way. Some man walks up
Speaker Cable
Margaret Moses before 400 students and has the un'/AMAHA CR-100 RECEIVER
VALUE$600
. . .
.
GSA Vice-President mitigated audacity to be boring tor
70/70w/chanriel 8 ohms
3
SYSTEMS
LEFT
$400
an extended period of time. A true
Two ESS Tempest I Speakers
boar, utterly convinced of his selfwith Speaker Cable
importance and the astonishing
YOU SAVE·.•.
VALUE $1,300
Ed1tor:
. h'
relevance of his lecture.
ONE SYSTEM LEFT $900
to
start
your
rose
garden.
The LOBO provides a commendable service to its readers by publis 1ng
Now, it only seems logical to me ·
the 'Third World Report' and other Third World features. However, I that· if the University · wanJed to
YOU SAVE . . .
would like to briefly comment on Raymond Wilkinson's 'In Marxist upgrade the quality of their
to build your greenhouse.
.·
·
graduates in order to make them
~~'liNG TV~~~~
Mozambique' which appeared in the April13 issue.
The Editor's Note and the article refer to Maputo's (formerly Lourenco more competitive on .a national
""~
Plant your Yamaha NOW
'="
"'"'
Marques) 'past glory and color,' its 'character which made it one of the level, they just might try upgrading
..0,
,
and grow Beautiful Music.
most pleasant and cosmopolitan cities in Africa ... ' and the 'heady and ex- the quality of the education they ofIll
Add a turntable or record
citing days of colonial rule .. .'
fer. No? Try getting rid of some of
changer
for as little as $70.
Under Portuguese colonialism, Lourenco Marques was a lovely place the administrative and faculty dead
for a few thousand privileged Portuguese and assimilados (Africans weight . and contracting some
~ 3011 Monte Vista NE· 255~1694
given honorary status as 'civilized' persons). For the majority, however, quality people who know how to
0
JLOSt east of Central & Girard, near UNM
Lourenco Marques was the colonial administrative center which deman- teach and grade.
'1-~
.FINANCING AVAILABLE
ded and sold their labor. For thousands of women, it was the bordello of its
1 can see a new campus craze
~0 FOR OVER 26 YEAFtS
next-door neighbor, the Republic of South Africa. It was neither :glorious' sweeping the University of New
nor 'cosmopolitan' nor 'exciting' for the African masses.
Mexico and other educational in·
1
n stitutions which subject the
- ---:::==================R:=.J=·=P=a;=-ps:..:t..:.e·::.:

K1;mneth Kietzke,
Seer of· Sedition, Slumber Party

· PIRG is a good idea; but we
believe the board of directors
ought to set their goals within
re~sonable limits.

UnoigniiCI
-· .,..,
rilajarfty ............
Jillfla
Stall, AI -

majority of Its most beloved sup·
porters to sheaves of shallow shit
and then scorn them for being of
poor quality, insult their demeanor

L

Andwhileonthesubjectofelections...
'
The battered, oft-maligned NMPIRG troops plan on holding their
spring election for their board of directors on Tuesday. We've read
through the candidates' statements and can find only a few who
we feel can get the job done with any kind of effectivenes::;. In
Tuesday's paper ,we'll endorse those few.
·
.
.
WE HAVE ALWAYS fully supported the idea behind PIRG, but
it seems PIRG's hunger has exceeded its grasp in recent years.
d 't believe PIRG will have any effectiveness in dealing with.
e. on
,
•
.·
·
.
.•
f d
the New MexiCO .Legislature ~n such tOpiCS as uranru":l taxes, ~ 0
taxes and environmental Issues ~s sor;ne candidates .ha~e
suggested. (By the way, several candidates were formerly act1ve 1n
the Sierra Club and PIRG shouldn't become a front fc;>r environmentalists, either.) We've already got President Dav1.s and
N
b
·
f ·
th
ass.ociates ~nd the .A~':J M to by c~mmlttee con using . e
legislators With our prrorrt1es. PIRG Lobbyists would only fuel more
confusion to the university priority fire.
Instead, we believe PIRG ought to set some more realistic goats.
We know that PIRG is a state-wide· group so how about an investigation as to why so many New Mexico college graduates leave
the state after commencement to find jobs?
·
··
AND SINCE UNM STUDENTS bear the brunt ofthe PIRG funding, PIRG ought to look. into the parking ticket arrangement UNM

EcHtorial Board

Editor:
To express my bewilderment at
'llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllmmmm.•mfLettersnmllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll some of the policies and
procedur~Js taken by the ad·

~~Pompous

Banana Splits
2For1

NMPIRG Should
Set Realist_ic Goals

has with the city of Albuquerque.
How many people running for the· ·
board of directors would be
shocked to find out that UNM gets
not one dirne back from the city
· despite the fact that UNM-paid
meter maids Write alf.the tickets?

Bewildered by_

Perspectiv~

.pun .lsh·.me·nt. v·.·.··l·tal
To ,. Fr·e. e. .S· ·o.·. c· "l·,e·t·y.· .

Light at the·. Eod
Of Election Tunnel
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Gtandpa Walton' Recalls
s·llce of Life with Guthtle

0

.0

·Atlo Relates with. Ctowd
Review by Teresa Coin
He walked onto the stage, said,
"Hi," and broke into "Will the
Circlt: Be Unbroken.,· Without
delay Arlo Guthrie'set the stage for
• an outstanding concert Saturday
night before a receptive crowd
.packed into the Convention
CeQter.'s .Kiva Auditori urn,
Gu~hrie is a·true entertainer. He
showed his versatility by playiQg the
aco.ustic and electric gtdtars,
harmonica, bimjo and piano, but
· he did prefer the piano. Shenandoah backed him up harmoniously
with its voices and some good
guitar pic kin',

0

,.J
>,
-

the big hot &ummer of 1939. It was
probably the hottest summer on
record. I was acting in .a movie for
the United States Film Service
called The Fight for Life, about
·natural childbirth and the sanitary
precautions involved. My• wife
happened to be pregnant at the
time; so was·Woody's, and we both
found ourselves working on the
film together·.
·
Woody was wearing his hair in a
natural long before anyone else,
and his frizzy, kinky mop was a
terror for the hairdressers on the
film. They greased it up with
pomade. and straightened it ·out
with laundry irons, but it was still
more than they could tangle with.
Maybe that's why Woody's one big
scene was finally cut from the film.
He was shown on the front step
of a. house strumming his guitar and

scrap of film left to ·us on Woody,
E;di/or·'s note: The newest cult
hero /o.prop up in 1977 has to be
and it's lost forever. Now
people....,.young
people
Woody Guthrie. The onslaught of
Woody's
records,
posters
and
·
especially-are
becoming
so in·
8
(crested in Woody's life tluit th~re
':;( books, and the movie "Bound for
"' Glory" is proof of the Woody
will probably be many films made
2: ,Guthrie worship.
about him, Woody's book "Bound
·~
Will Geer was one of Guthrie's
: for Glory'' has just been made into
Z traveling companions long before
a movie, and.that.only deals with·
-o· he became Grandpa Walton.' In thi$
three years of his life.
·
~ reminlscence he recalls the lime he
During the filming of The Fight·
· 0: spent in the 1930's with this
for Life, Woody gave up his radio
legendary singer-songwriter.
. job and joined the traveling group I
By Will Geer
belonged to. We journeyed 'the
Once I start reminiscing about
length and breadth of California,
Woody, it's mighty hard for me to
doing skits and singing .songs for
stop. Woody and I shared so much
workers. I figured I could help
together, so many good times and
Woody find some more work in
· so many setbacks, that I feel he's as
Hollywood, and I introduced him
much a part of my life as my own
to some of the people I knew at Hal
· family.
Roach Studios where we were
We first met each other during
filming the movie,
One of my friends there was
·
Lewis
Milestone, a famous dir4;ctor
The N ew
singing to himself, while his wife of that time. I was testing with him
Lucky'S Pizza
was supposed to be having a baby for the film version of Of Mice and
inside. That long, plastered-down Men, in a part I'd played on
All $1.00 Off Coupons
hair must have suddenly rose back Broadway. Woody got talking to
Are Void For The Remainder
up like Alfalfa's cowlick in the Milestone, who had the idea of
Of The Semester
·
middle of filming the scene. .
doing a .film on a wa.ndering ballad
4513 Central NE 256-9953
Th
. ld h
b.
h
I
~:§§:§~2~~~~~=~;;:;:::~·~a~t~w~o~u~~a~.v~e~e~e~n~t~e~o~n~y~ singer of the Depression. Well,
ideas are a lot like fires-they go
Peace Corps* Vista
Coming
out if nobody sees to them-anct
' G d
here we've waited until the Year of
S9n!Orra S...
Our Lord 1976 to have a movie
Sign Up Now For
about Woody.
I
Woody was an honest-to-God
·
1
•YOUr n erVI9W ·
man of the people. He felt most at

8

r

'Are

t· '

Placement Office
Mesa Vista Hall &
Law School Bldg.

home when he was performing in
front of an audience of tiny
b'edraggled children, hopeless
women and wearied men who'd
been kicked in the teeth. His music
cried out to these people. They were
the ones who needed it and un-

Info Booth:
Student Union - Lobb
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Yes, Paris Shoe Stores confirm that
Famola're's making fashion waves with the "Get There"
line....a variety of styles with the rev9lutio'nary 4-wave
sole which absorbs shock and propels you forward.

.'

Woody Guthtle, legendaty cult he~o. His son Arlo Is
· feGtured on p. 7.
·
•
audience that we might !!et l'Rirl five
derstood it most.
or.
ten dollars.
·
Once Woody c:ntertained at a
very high~level gathering' in New
This was when Woody seemed to
York. While he was playing, he bec9me the most politicized. He
seemed to Jean back and close. his had always had a sort of grass-roots
eyes as if he was off in some other political feeling, but his thoughts ,
world. People started askinll if. he started to crystallize along with his
was drunk. Afterwards, I asked music when we were singing to the
Woody myself w)ly he had played migrants.
the whole performance with his
Woody was a mesmerist. No
eyes shut. "Too many starched matter who he came into contact
shirts and shaved armpits," was his with, what type or style or class of
answer. "They were blinding me. people, he was able to strike up a
Too much glare, you know?"
relationship of some kind that
Woody was no )lillbilly, not by would reach through and through.
any means. He would claim he Not that he was any saint-there
~idn't'even know what folk singing was a considerable amount
the
was. Writers today compare him to devil in h.im. Maybe that spry,
Walt Whitman-in fact, sometimes tricky side of his nature was what
people will quote Walt Whitman appealed to people so. One thing
when the verse is really Woody's, was for certain-when you met
and vice-versa.
Woody, you knew you were
We were a rambunctious group; meeting a man who was something
all of us actors and songwriters. We rare and special.
took up a house on Fuller Avenue
off Sunset in L.A., my wife,and • The marks he left on the face of
mys,elf, Woody and some others. the earth liave influenced more
The place became a center for us, individuals than you could count.
with the likes of Burl Ives and the Musically speaking, he was a king
Houston Boys piling in, too. We to the likes of Pete Seeger, Bob
would sing ballads and carry on,· Dylan and Joan Baez. No one
raising a lot of hell. The singing shaped the compositional quality of
group we formed would hold its .their. music more than he did. But
rehearsals there on Mondays and as a living, breathing soul, the man
Tuesdays when we weren't filming · was as unique as they come.
The Fight for Life, and on
Burl Ives must have paid Woody
weekends we took off to entertain the highest compliment of all
the migratory workers all over recently during a conversation I had
California. That kind of work we with him. "You must admit," he
did for free, of course; it was when said, "that Woody was the one true
we played in a hall or theatre for an genius of our lot."
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Ac~pulco Restaurant
· Mexican Food I

Posters
PostcArds

An Epic.

Complete Mexican Dinners.

Call Ahead For Carry Out Service
· 1415 Central Ave. NE 242-0921
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Big Boy Combo
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Use these coupons
and prove two can eat cheaper than one!
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The only low part of the whole
concert was when Arlo took a break
and Shenandoah's female vocalist
tried her rendition of Judy Collins'
''Someday Soon." It was quite a
letdown-very loud and forceful
without needing to be. Shenandoah
did compensate for it by singing its
drummer's
roots,
entitled
"Twigs." lt's all about the
drummer marrying a widow who
has a daughter who the drummer's
father marries making the
drummer's daughter his mother.
The group got better and better as it
played.

After intermission, Guthrie
played true folk-protesting the
conditions of the illegal aliens, the
copper mine workers, and ribbing
Love You/Beach Boys/MSK4258
the FBI and_ CIA. With a little
By Peter Ricker
wishful wondering about what
Where
to begin or. where not to .
happened to the stash that narcs · i -' ·
• ?
b egm.
. .
confiscate, he broke into folk-rock !
If the Bea~h Boys really loved
and sang the all-time favorite
you, they never would have
"Coming into Los Angeles."
produced this album. The songs
The crowd brought Arlo back for
lack pleasant vocal harmonies and
two
encores incorporating "Okie
beautiful· suntan sounds that the
from
Muskogee," "Amazing
Beach Boys are known for.
Arlo
Guthtle
Grace"
and Woody's "This Land is
Strange instrumentation ·which
Guthrie handled the annoying cat Your Land."
sounds like an off· key accordian or
Arlo G•Jthrle and group ShenGndoah pla,yed
Guthrie said, "Folk songs
a brpken down merry-go-round calls from the audience without
• require atmosphere." He created. the same personal relationship with the crowd
complement Brian Wilson's 'in· hesitation.
"Play Alice's Restaurant!"
the
for a most en· Arlo's fGther WQS known for.
credibly boring voice. One cut is
'' Ahh,
can
the album."
worse than the next, building up to
probably the dullest album of the
year to date.
If you insist on buying this
·album, it is greatly enhanced by
raising the speed to 45.
At your next beach party try this
album out as a frisbee.

of

r~--

He talked the audience through,
the "oldest" song he knew, all
about the Pharoah and his stash,
with a litUe biblical history thrown
in concerning the legend of Moses
and the . parting of the :waters.
Shenandoah, the audience and Arlo
all swayed in the moonlight to the
twarig of ''Ukelcle Lady."

Salad and Fries
Present this coupon at any of the
participating Big Boys in your area.
Offer good thru May 15, 1977. One
coupon per customer per visit. '

"The Mitchell Brot~era
atrike back with a porn
extravaganza."
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Spaghetti Dinner

: .:·

RHSA/ASUNm present:

Italian Meat Sauce,
Texas Bread, Salad
Present this coupon at any of the
participating Big. Boys in your area.
Offer good thru May 15, 1977. One
coupon per customer per visit.

The
For the greatest selection of "Get There" styles, colors and sizes, see us!
We also have the newest of the new Famofares; "Rush · sandals and
"Tekahike" hiking shoes!
>
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Gatbage Cannes·.
Film ·Festival ·
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.

#2 Breakfast
2 Eggs, French Toast;
Hash Browns
Present this. coupon at any of the
participating Big Boys in y~ur area.
Offer good thru May 15, 1977, One
coupon per customer per visit.

2 hours of all-star,

Cattoons
fine shoes
1. . DOWNTOWN • WINROCK • MONTGOMERY PLAZA

Uur WlNROCK and MONTGOMERY PLAlA stores are open Mon:·Fn. t11 9
• Sat trf 6 • Sun., Noon 'til5.
.
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Relay~.

Lobo Harri.ers Look lmpres·sive. At

By Peter Madrid
If the UNM men's track team
keeps improving at the rate it is
now, by the time conference rolls
around, fges Arizona State and
Texas-EI Paso· had better watch
out .
This wee. kend at the Kansas
Relays held in Lawrence, Kan., the
harriers of Coach Bill Silverberg
captured' three first places, two
seconds and one fourth en route to
one of the Lobos' most successful
track meets of the season.
What pleased Silverberg most
about the weekend was the fine
performance of his freshmen on the
squad,
On Thursday, the first day of the
Relays, freshman Peter Butler
broke the Kansas Relays record of
29:17 in the.IO,OOO·meter run with
his blazing time of 29:10, Senior
teammate Lionel Ortega captured
second in the 10,000-meters.
The same afternoon, Ortega ran

the 5,000 m.eter, but the exhausted
senior could only manage a fifth·
place finish.
"Lionel ·could have captured
second in the 5,000," Silverberg
said, "but he was definitely tired
from running in the 10,000."
Silverberg's other standout
freshman, Harrison Koroso,
captured first place in the grueling
steeplechase with a time of 8:34.3.
Koroso's first was his third
steeplechase first place in as. many
outings.
The two-mile relay team of Mark
Romero, Jay Quade, Sammy

Kipkurgat and Michael Solomon
made it two in a row in major
competition as tlt,e foursome upheld
the title they won at the Texas
Relays in the two-mile. They
captured the event in a time of
7:23.9. Solomon, who has had
fantastic splits in his leg ofthe·race,
ran a blazing I ;47 .4 half-mile.
The second-place finish for
Silverberg came in the sprint relay
in which Solomon, Kipkurgat, Jose
LaPorte and Charles Dramiga were
edged out at the tape.
Silverberg said, ''They just got
nipped at the tape. They were far
behind but almost did it at the
finish.''
Dramiga placed fourtb ·in the
open 400-meter race with what
Silverberg called "a slow time."
In the triple jump, Mikael
Bernhardt took sixth place and
teammate Bob Wagnor leaped to a
personal best of the season coming
in right behind Bernhardt in
sevent~ place.

'

SPEED
QUEEN
Laundry and
Dry Cleaning
Dry clean your
winter coat· s2oo

•'

I·
1,

One

FREE

Freshman Harrison Koroso's third straight steeplechase
victory highlighted the Lobos' performance· at the Kansas
Relays this weekend.·
"UNM was very impressive at
the Kansas Relays," Silverberg
said. "At the WAC meet in Provo,
Utah in two weeks, we are going to
· a 1o t o f p eople • We are
surpnse
going to have to score a lot to finish
better than fifth place as the team
did last season.''

FREE

YOUR

SIZE

PRICE F.E.T.
• 20.85 1.70
21,87 1.73

560-15
A78·13
C78-14
E78-14
f7S-14
G78-14
H78-14
A78-15
G78-15
H78-15
l78-15

22.91

23.90
24.65

26.90
27.65
25.96
26.80
28:80
29.95

2.01
2.26
2.42
2.58
2.80
1.90
2.65
2.88
3.12

WHiTEWALLS, STEEL BELTED RADlALS-18

Great tracl>on, long mileage ~nd fuel econooty By
one of the World's largest lifO manulatture<s. Llotme road hazard workmanship and matepats guarantee, 45,000 mile tread wear q0.1fantee.

In the finals of the inaugural
Cactus Classic prep basketball
tourney held in the Duke City
Saturday night at Highland High
Gym, an impressive El Paso squad
blew past the Albuquerque squad
130-106.

LOAD OF WASH
One Per Customer

•Eyeglasses or Contact Lenses
Fast service, quality and
style at reasonable cost

Directly behind Highland HS

Casey Optical Co.

506 Monroe S. E.

FREE

MOUNTING
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WHITEWALLS

YOUR
SIZE
PRICE
AR78-13 36.80
ER78-14 39.92
FR78-14
43.90
GR78-14 45.80
HR78·14 ~ 47.82

BR78·15
GR78-15
HR78-15
JR78·15
LR78-15

F.ET•
1.99
2.47
2.65
2.65

The

Silverberg is uncertain whether or
not he will travel to the Drake
Relays· next weekend. Silverberg
said if the team does not compete in
the final leg of track's Triple
Crown, the harriers might have im
open meet Saturuay in which to
qualify team members for the
conference meet.

(Next door to Casey Re:rall Drug)
Lomas at Washington 255-6329

By Carol Pav.letlel1
Lobo center fielder Aaron Cain
was not recruited by UNM, but
walked-on as a freshman because
he heard UNM played a lot of ,
baseball, and baseball is a way of
life (or the 20-year·old sophomore.
Cain, playing outstanding ball
for the Lobos this year, is from
Lima, Ohio. Cain started playing
baseball in the fourth grade ·and
continued through high school,
·- where he played short stop.
.
Moved to outfield at UNM, Cain
started the second h;tlf of the 1976
season and is a regular sta.rter for
the Lobos this year.
·Cain said he came to the south·
west to play baseball tiecilllse "back
east it's to cold to play."
"My original plans were to go to
A-State (Arizona State), but I
finally decided 'to play here
(UNM)." Cain said, ·
Disappointed about the Lobos
loss to Arizona, Cain said, "[
thought I was doing all right up
until the Arizona series but during
.BP (batting practice) last week I
wasn't hitting the ball. I guess it
showed up.''

fhe Albuquerque. A!l-~tars
adva~ced to Saturday mg~t s fmals
v1rtue of an upset WI~ over a

br

b1~ger a~d

stronger Phoemx squad
Fnday mght by a score of 110-106.
Leading the Duke City cagers
both nights was Highland senior
Marty Peterson. Peterson, who
plans to attend UNM in the fall and·
tryout for the Lobo basketball team
as a walk-on, hauled down 41
caroms as a total for the two nights.
The 6-2 Hornet senior led his
high school team to a second-place
finish in the New Mexico Sta~
Class AAAA Tourney.

Earth Shoe

Store
trots out its brand new

47.92
49.77
49.97
54.92

Airzona. Our offense didn't
generate any runs. We couldn't get
any base hits when we needed them.
The second point is our pitching.
We gave up too many hits.'' Cain
said •.
Cain .feels UNM's baseball.
program ·is "adequate" and said,
"We've got good pitching now.
We've go five good throwers but we
.could have eight or nine." Cain
mentioned losing several of the
senior starters next year and said,
"Coach (Vince. Cappelli) has to do
a good job recruiting,"
Cain is pleased with Cappelli as ·
head coach and feels the future for .
l.olio baseball looks good. "The
sophomores and juniors on our
starting nine should improve, and I
also think next year's recruits
should. be tough.'' Cain said.
"l like tough players; they're a
breed o.f players like, for instance,
Arizona. They have tough players,
they hit the ball well and the 1>it-

2.9t.J

'3.11
327

3.44

PREMIUM FABRIC RADIALS

Tubeless Blaci<Walls. By one ollhe most respected
radial tire makers. lifetime road hazard, v..:xkmallship and material, guarantee. 35,000 tread wear
guarantee.

FREE

MOUNTING

SIZE

F.E.T.
1.56
1.36

155R12
145A13
165R13
175A13
165R14
185R14
155A15
t65R15

"

1.80
1.99

197

. 2o12
1 91
2.03
2.4S

1~5R15
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SIZE · PLY.
670·15 0
700·15
s
700·15
650·t6

700-16

750·t6

8

6

6
8

PRIC~

FU.

29.97 2.41 .
30.77 2.85
3.02
29:72 2.70
32.97 3.00
3380

42.82
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.call F~r Prt.C!es Hat:seo
White Letters 50·60-70
Series Dune Diggers, Small
Dar Tires
247·4345 683·3707
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dlivmQ Speed", r<Jclory·s gtliiflltllce UpPI!!!S fO Uflljjt!ITI&$1".a.J' hi'~
o:<~ry Add1!oOna1 and Mniled guarantee !nfolmilhor\ IOtpllrlled on
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Introducing Pony. The o~ly
orthopedically designed athletic
shoe for professionals and amateurs.
Pony, the shoe worn by
John Havlicek, Jim Ard,
Paul Silas, Pete, Ken Rosewall,
Franco Harris and more
of the world's best
athletes.

heavy dllfy
s7~! ea~

load

Air Shocks

l141oea.

1nst.

Stabilizers sagnpr.

AVall•t>le

On Friday morning WAC
Commissioner Stan .Bates held a
conference call · with the WAC
· athletic directors,about the Arizona
State protest of the second UNMASU game two weeks ago. It was ·
decided that the directors would
think over the matter and mail in •
their vote on whether to uphold the
protest to the Commission!!r early
tbis week.

..

.,

..

Special: Br~!Jg this ad for 20% Off
your Pony p'urchase
in April
·
.-) ., ....
·;:t

Earth Shoe·

Coronado Center
293-6530

~;··.·

l'osiHons q>en lorcounsolorsar2sltes:
Cedar lid\ T•xas M!dl'alettoo, T<!X8s
• Program l!mjJhasl!i 00: Hors.backlng, swtmml~
spo<IJ and games, OutdoorskUis.

• Oponmgs also for:·
l'rogtam Dlte<tor,Bustne., Mgr, Wator!root

f'

lltrector, NurS4!,
.
Urltl.eadris, H"""""'nshtp tl!rnctors,and
TrWin!J Ccridnator; •
• For.-.lnfcnnallorund ~lions cootoct
ea..., Fire Gkls, lone Stor Coundl

,,

Monday-Friday 10-9
Saturday 10·6
Sundav12-5

. "'\

· and play intramural basketball or
baseball, I"ve always been that
way." Cain said most of his interests lie in baseball, and this
summer he might play ball with the
Central Illinois League which
provides jobs and a place to stay for
collegiate players.
Cain hopes to play ball for a
·professional team after college and
said his speed and defense in the
outfield, combined with his attitude, should be his best assets, but
he added, "I need better arm
strength."
When Cain was asked about the
professional team he would like to
play for, he said "the Cincinnati
~eds" but laughed and added, "if
they (the Reds) would chan·ge their
uniforms! They have terrible socks;
no one likes theirsocks!"

Aaron Cain

.
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A Keepsake diamond ring
reflects your love in its
beauty and brilliance.
The Keepsake Guarantee
assures a perfect diamond
of fine white color
and precise cut.
There is no finer . .
diamond ring.

• A Keepsake diamond
is the perfect symbol o'f
the love you share ...
guaranteed perfect
permanently registered
protected against loss.

Keepsake®
..
REDFORD . , .•

Keepsake·

ACCENT
Hf:NOON

T-M Rog. All. Pond Co.
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Keegsake'Diamond Center
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1 How to Plan Your. Engagement and Wedding 1
FREE! Beautiful 20-page booklet for p!anning your engagement and 1
I wedding plus color brochure on vital diamond facts and latest ring

'

Center . ·

Space Gil . ~lbuquerque, N.M. 87110

1

styles. Special Bonus Coupon s~ves you 50% on Keepsake Bride's Book,
your complete wedding record. Send 25¢ for postage and handling.
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UNM baseball Coach Vince Cappelli contemplates his
chers throw well."' Cain said,
squad's next m_ove. The LobO§ are coming off a successful
Cain said he is a "sports nut" baseball swing in which they swept a three·game series in
and explained "I'd rather go out El Paso from the Miners.

Summer Re•ident C•mp
Po•ltlon• Available • ·
~

•

••

Rq:islered Diamond Rings

~

ut,etttmeguarantee
as long as you own

Miners. Ruybalid is now 3-1. '
UNM Head Baseball Coach
Vince Cappelli said his players all
'hit the ball well. "We left a lot of
men on base but, we· got enough
runs to win the ballgames,"
Cappelli said. Be .said his team is
still not playing the way it should
because it has been erratic and
inconsistent.

~

"I know why we lost against

'3.04
2.35

39.96

Daily Lobo

Baseb·aU a\kWay of Life to Cain

City Prep Cagers
Lose Inaugural Tilt

255·0856
.
.! .................. co
up·o N...................a

MOUNTING

The UNM baseball team found play as he limited the Miners to six
ti1e offense it bad lost in the first hits in the eight-plus innings he
two series in Western Athletic worked. Jack Wilson came on to
Conference play,.and it was too bad retire the Miners in the ninth.
for the Texas-El Paso Miners as the
Lobos swept a three-game series · In the first game of Saturday's
over the weekend .in ~1 Paso,
· d.oubleheader, Rob Hoover went
' the distance and gave up only seven
In · taking the . three games the hits as the Lobos won handily, 6-2.
Lobos cracked out · 32 hits while· Providing the offensive spark for
scoring 17 runs. The UNM pitcning the Lobos in the game was Mike
staff, meanwhile, gave up nine runs Delmonico who hammered out a
on 20 hits in the series.
three-run homer in third inning.
Hoover, 6-3, .took 'his second
The Lobos are. 5-4· in WAC victory in WAC action against only
action at the halfway point in the one loss.
season. UTEP dropped to 0-9 in
WAC play. The Lobos are now 30In· the sec.ond game of the
13 overall.
· doubleheader, designated hitter
Ken Williams socked a two-run
The Lobos·won the first game of triple in the thirc( inning to break a
the series 3-2 Fridey afternoon .. 1-1 tie and put UNM ahead to stay.
Lobo catcher Bob Bartell doubled The Lobos went on to win 8-5 with
in the two go-ahead runs for the David Ruybalid picking uP the win
Lobos iri the fifth inning.· That in relief of starter Jack Hollis. Mat
broke a 1-1 tie and gave the Lobos a Mahaffey got a save when he came
. 3-llead.
in with the Lobos ahead 8-5 and
Bruce Barber,· 6-2, picked up his two men on base in the ninth infirst victory of the season in WAC ning. He then retired the next three

Sports

i

3y one of the worlds tar~ lire manufacturers.
Lrlelime Road Hazard v.:x
nship ard mate1ials
Juarantee, 25,000 mile uead wear guarantee.

P&ck Sweeps Miners
Sports

Daily lobo .
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NMPIRO will hold its board of
directors election-on Tuesday, Apr.
26 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. ASUNM
has appropriated approximately
$49,000 for PIRO to investigate
community problems and "provide
a 'conduit' by which students may
get involved in community activities for positive social change
and/or reform."

~

z

0

Jeremiah
Foley
As a concerned student aware of
the social and environmental
concerns to today, I find PIRO one
of the better ways to address thes.e
problems. By working as part of an
organization lik~: PIRG · you 'are
able to be much more effective in
promoting change. I am a former
member
of
Students
for
Environmental Action (SEA),
which was quite involved with the
environmental problems that beset
New Mexico. As vice-president of
SEA I had the opportunity to assist
PIRG when it was first starting on
this campus. I became very familiar
With PIRG's overall purpose and
with many of the people involved"
with it during its earlier phase. With
continuing interest I have folloWed
PIRG's development and have tried
to help and provide input at times.

I would pu&h for the issues that
students have great interest in.
After t;llking with many students
on and off campus,. these interests
seem to be' particularly local social
•and consumer problems. PIRG has
a great potential to deal with these
problems, thereby helping the
students foremost, and the greater
community as well. Your vote will
be greatly appreciated.

Robert
Roibal
Among my project priorities 11re
community consumer affairs,
environment conservation and
work with UNM, especially
ASUNM. Our efforts should be
first addressed to 'conditions .in
Albuq11erque because NMPIRG is
funded by' ASUNM 11nd GSA
students who live mostly in
Albuquerque.
The benefici11l work PIRG has
performed for tenant rights should
be continued and the program for
finding and listing the least expensive stores should be expanded. ·
In the valley, much work could be
done toward improving general
environmental conditions in such
areas as housing, roads, water
·safety and so on.
PIRG could benefit UNM and
the community by finding ways to
ease the financial bur'dens of
students, promote 11ction toward a
student cooperative bookstore,
relieve Jhe parking situation and aid
UNM to receive the m()nies from
par king fines and meters.
By its name, NMPIRG should be
active throughout' the state. Nes
Mexico is ·being exploited for her
resources which are exported out of
state without benefit to New
Mexicans. Taxes on these exported
resources should be kept high and
the money generated in this way
might be used for improved
educational. opportunities for
students. New Mexico should
continue the struggle against
nuclear waste disposal'in the state.
The energy crisis is still with us.
Public education in energy conservation needs to be pursued. The
initiative against the use of nonreturnable bottles ought to be
continued.
To finance. these · and other

projects and to broaden the base of
• NMPIRG, · PIRG should solicit
funds and members from other
universities and inquire into the
possibilities in receiving federal and
··state grants.
·
· '
As yet I do not have much experience in these areas, but I do
ha.ve a desire to learn. 11bout the
issues and to work. together with
other concerned individuals in
NMPIRQ •. ·
•

2) Project area priorities: 1.
environmental; a,, nuclear, b ..
water, c. smog; 2. communications;·
3. lobbying.
3) Contributions to the board of
directors: 1.. knowledge; 2. connections; .3:energy.

Ramon·
Dominguez

Experience and'Qualifleations
A) Worked as grantsman for the
state under Roberto Mondragon,

Barbara,.~

Browde
1975-76.

.

.

B) Director o.f Gerontology
Center at UNM, 1974'-76. Designed
research Projects for: I. studying
and preserving tribal legends,
ceremonials, crafts and language
involving 1111 26 tribes in New
Mexico and hispanic folklore of
culturally intact . northern N.M.
communities. 2. dissemination of
housing and economic information
for low income elderly. Brought
over $400,000.00 in federal and
private grant money into UNM.
C) Training consultant for the
Natiopal Legal Aid and Defender's
Association, Washington, D.C.
specifically working with legal aid
programs in the Western U.S. to
develop community-staff
reorganization of programs.
D) Directed legal aid/education
program in ten counties of
Alabama
drafted
grant
proposal/progrl!,m design for the
Southern Poverty Law Center,
Mont. Ala.
Developed . welfare
E)
l) Experienee and qualifications:
program/eligibility
deterI. assistant tQ the president of mination/rights handbook in
Sierra Club; 2. employed at Central conjunction with Columbia Center
Clearing House; 3. served on Sierra for Welfare Policy and Law Club conservation committee; 4. trained para legals in area of
coordinator of Anti-Nuclear Clean welfare tights and food stamp/food
Energy petitions; 5. worked against commodities. ·
Black
Mesa
Kaiporowitz·
F) VISTA and Peace Corps
development.
trainer.
I am interested in working with
NMPIRG because there are many
areas that require indepth research.
Aside from the current areas now
being researched, I would like to see
a study done of the drop-out level
at
high -schools
such
as:
Albuquerque High, Rio Grande,
and West Mesa High School. There
i:, definitely a problem in these
areas where students are dropping
out. If we're to solve this problem,
we need to know where it stems
'
from.
I am sincerely behind such
programs as PIRG because it's the
taxpayers money that allows the
UNM to function, so I feel we ·
should direct some of our energies
at the people of the state.
I will also insure a closer working
relationship with PIRG and the
students.

Timi Annon

TWO HEAD TEACHER posilion• AI UNM Child
Cnr~ Co-op, l;l!:qul.res ~ yrs, child C)\perh:nce In early

Classifleds.

G) Assist11nt Dean of Students,
Tuskegee lnstitute
'
H) Research Associate for the
School for International Training,
Putney, Vermont studie.s 'college
exchange programs in Germany,
france, · England to determine
prameters of cultllralimmersion for
use in 'design of selection instrument.
I) Research associate at the
Devereux
Schools, · Devon,
'Pa.examining
the
use
of
programmed instruction with
exceptional children.
Five articles published in
professional journals. Master's
thesis concerned Intelligence and
. Achievement Testing of Minority
· ·
Groups.
Contribution
A) Project design-management,
grantsman, research and communication and training skills.

15 c:entt ptof wore' pet doyl on• dollo.t ~nlnhnuiT!, .Adnrtlseml'nta run flv. or
mote c;onse!!:u'dve dG.yl with no cho.ng•s, nln• centi per word p•r do.~ (,.o refv_tlds

CldVC).nce-. (flouon Ho.U Aoom 105 01 by mo.!l to Clo.nlfled Advertlsln_g, UNm Box20,_
Albuquerque, Hm 87131.
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prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Ca!I26S'·2444 or come.
10 17J 7 Girard Blvd. NE.
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A LIMITED pumber of~¢k Issues of the LOBO are
aVailable for I0 cents a copy in room '131, Marron
Hall.
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:QKJES-featuring foot·lona hot does, only 35 cenls,
ll-3.dail~.

4/29
·
·
UNM CHEERLEJ\DING TRYOUTS:

April25, 8 p.m .. Cadhile Gym, 4/25

1st meetina

FINAL EXAM INFORMATION: Histot)' 102
MarrOne (M) $Cclions to be given Bit _all classes next

week. Attendance.mandatory. 4/lB
ll;i' YOU HAVE two a~;adem_lc years remaining at
UNM (graduate or undergraduate) an_d are- charting
your fu,ure, why nol get $100 . 00 a monlh by joining
AFROTC. Arter your 'two years the real payoff is an
Air Force commission and a great way ofljfe. Inquire
now-at lhe Department of Aerosp{lce Studies, 1901

THE GAY CO-OP Will have ~n Information booth in
thcSUB,4/26. 4125 ___

·------=

.Lost & Found
FOUND:

,,

oets.

Charlie Romero, 2945 Wyoming NE. 293·
6901. 4ll9
WATER BEDS: WATER TRIPS, 3407 Centrai.N.E:.

Cptering to stw;le.nt n_ee~;h since, 197t. Inexpensive
fumhure, Student special; complete waterbed system •.
· LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call . $79.95 •. 4/29
Prof~ssionQI Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 842·
BICYCLES: 13ERT!N BICYCLES, guaranteed 21bs.
5200. tfn
lighter weight. R,C, Hallett's, 843-9l78. lfn
BARRY'S ELECTRQN!C REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
APRIL CLOSE OUTS: ·selected $peakers, receivers,
S,_E.t 26,.0335. Color TV's, tape decks 1 Stereo,
amplifiers, la,pe·decks;- new, demo, used. To SOIIJu
'amplifiers, auto.radlos. Install burglar alarms. IOOlo
off, Marantz, Pioneer, AR, ESS, etc, Hi·Fi House,
di$count for studeills with I D's, Quick st:rvlce, Used
3011 Monte 'Vista N.E. (near UNM); 2S!·
TV's for sale. 4/29
1694, 4/29
NEED SOMETHING TYPED? Call Lynn, 266·
07(;0, 4/29
TI'PING: M.A. ENGLISH, St:lectric: 1 on-c:ampu~.
l96-8564. 4/29

SERVE in the Peace Corps!

Call277~5907

Mter 3:30

offer. 262-0918; tfn
1973 DOD-GE DART SPORT: gQod condition, best
offer, Caii268·8Z24. 4125
REPOSSESSED SONY: color TV, ~ig screen. Take

P.M. 4/29
over payments of $8, ?S/mo. till balarice: is paid. off,
TYPING, EDITING. Call Kim: 266-9037, 4/29
no down payment. 255-7534, .4/25
TYPING,Istquality, 883-7787. tfn
EDITORIAL SERVICES. Do you want professional . BANKRUPT STEREO. Jus! bought out Phoenl'
Stereo Stock. everything must so at 40% ~ SO"lo:
help in ediling your dissertation? Or wridng a
reeei_v~rs,
tape cassettes, turntables, speakers;
prOposal or report? Call Harvey Frauenglass,

Professional Commllnicallon Service, ·344·8344 or
265-5689, 4/29
ALBUQUERQUE PRESCHOOL COOPERATIVE,

606 Candelaria N.W, Parent-run school, professional
teachers. Accepting applicallons for fall-mornlng
pre-school; afternoon· kindergarten. Summer
program-two 3-week sessions: J~ne 20-July 8; July
i I·July 29; 9:3P~noon Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday. CaiiJ44.0389. 4/28
FOR EXPE.RIENCED TYPIST: proofing, editing,
legal, -medical, manuscripts, general. 266·

Pioneer, Sansui, Kenwood, Sherwood, etc. 2SS·
7~35,

4/25
REPOSSESSED !(ENWOOD: KR 4600-AM·FM
stereo receiver. $25.00 equity & take over payments.
255-75)4, 4/25
STOP· DUS TO DIVORCE: llraod new Classic !!I

Kirby & attachment~. assume -payments of $7.47 a
month, new warrant)'. 2SS-1S3S. 4125
WHITE SEWING MACHINE: Makes buttonholes,

bllod stitches, monograms, sews 9n buttons whhout
1'!-l~achments. $23.77 cash or S payments of $6.00, no
interesl. 255-7534. 4125

4770.

LOST:

GUITAR LESSONS, Beginning to inlermediate from

CHRISTMAS LAYAWAY: Brand new color TV\ big

UNM gultarmajor.247-3574. 4/29 .

screen. Assume payments, _$7.00 per month . .New 10
year guarantee. 255·1535. 4/25
1975 SUZUKI_ TS 1855: Street/dirt bike. Like new,
low mileage, 821-5462. 4125
FANTASTIC SALE: One week speciaJ. Flannel
shlris, .only ·s4.• 00; blouses, S3.50j T~shirts, S2.00i at
California Fashion Outlet, 2318 Central SE; acros!i
frQm campus. 266·6872. 4125

WHITE WINDBREAKER,

east tennis

courts, 4/14177. Return P.E, office; Reward of.
fered. 4/25
•
LOST: DENIM JACKET with draw!ttring 1 Moil,
evening, Reward. 256·0934. 4/26
LOST: WIRE FRAME pr~cription glas.~cs.Jffound,
plea~e .;:all Tom, 898~5855. 4/28
LOST: 3 mo. old puppy-, black whh white chest and

4/29

WE STRIP and/or refinish furniture tU sensible rates.
Antiques handled whh care and affection. Striped,
1021 South San Mateo SE. 266·8332, 4/29

ACROSS
1 Challenged
6 Narrative
poem
10 British
prison
14 Mfss Faye
15 Foreign:
Prefix
16 Columnist

LEGAL SERVICES. UNM law School Clinical
Program offers' legnl services for students and staff.
Furnished 'by qualified law students under faculty
supervision. Availability limited to ihose whose assets
and income do not exceed established guidlines. $1,00 ' AKC IRISH SETTERS, born March I, 550.00, Call
registration fee. Call 277-2913 or _277·3604 for to877·2982, after 6 p.m. 4/26
formation and appointments. Sponsored by
COMPLETE RACQUETBALL EQUIPMENT at
Associated Students ofUNM. 4/25
discount t~riccs. The Bike Shop, new location, 811
Yale S.E. Ca11842-9100. 4/29
THE BIKE SHOP spe<:inls: thom resistant tubes,
$2,50 each; Citadel locks, SI3.9S. 4129
'15 KAWASAKI KE 125, Loaded, 21 01 front end, full
knobbics 1 new S&W $hocks, Dassani eKpansion
UNITED Feature Syndicate
chamber... quick, good handler... have aU street lcg_al
gear, $450.00. 345-6394. 4/28
BEAUTIFUL 1953 PODOE. Speciaf original paint,

48 ------of

Wales
51 Haute-----:
Equine
moves
52 Bankers,
e.g.
FRIDAY Puzzle Solved:
54 High
jumpers
. 58 Handle: Fr.
59 Narcissus'
nymph
Bombeck 61 Scene of an
1 7 Religious
event
festival
62 Short
1'8 Is not able
newspaper
19 Tremolo:
piece
Abbr..
63 Sailing
20 Having
vessel
made a wiil 64 Natural fat
22 Room lor
65 Brings in a
storing
. profit
24 Brought to 66
A migration
public·
Retail
67
attention
establishment
26 Sports
palaces
DOWN
•
27 Kind of
1 Off one's 21 Three limes: 42 Twoavalanche
rocker
Prefix
wheeled
30Capacity
2 Sailing
23 Some
carriages
unit: Abbr.
direction
exams
43 Most pro·
31 "Doas3 Narrow
25 Tooth part
found
inlets
27 Move
46 Eurasian
32 Capacity lor 4 $tate of
arciund in
deer
· knowledge
delight
confusion 47 Works hard
37 Gaelic sea
5 Tell fully
28 Future user 48 Prairie
god
6 Surpassing 29 Arrow
49 French an38 Seasons
7 Edible seed 33 Time ofday:
nual in~0 Kind of
8 Lodging
3words
come
defendant
34 Hofland
50 Map within a
houses
41 Allowing
·map
g Small house . producr
entry; 2
occupant 35 Feminine
53 Evidence of
words
10 Kind of card
name '
an InJUry
43 Mend socks 11 Scottish · 36 State: Abbr. 55 Inside:
44 Adjective
Comb. form
island
38 React to
suffix
12 Alpha and
pain . ·. 56 Repenter
45 Scandinavia
39 Charge for a 57 Shrivel: Var.
of old
13 Cripples
Joan
60 Hasten

UNM
Cheerleader-

•

25 mpg hwy, 36,000 miles. 256·9461.

Tt~vel
00

PLACES 'with the PeACe Corps. Call 277·l907

aflcr3:30p,m. 4/29
LOW COST FLIGHTS to Euro~ fron> $259:00,
Israel from $469.00, p_llls Africa and the Fl,\r Ea.st.

vrdun\lon JUOlt:Sts honrd for cneh of th~ counties
wiUUn two JJUlldred ant;J um (21{1) days nfler the dille
Ihe paulcuhtr protest is fil~d. Thi!':' exumsion is mad~
tD permit bol11 the county a$S~ssors nnd the county
Wtluntlon prott:W;; bonrds sufficient l[m¢ 10 .comply
wHh th~ procedUrQI r~quiremcnts ~et forth by the
.Court or Appeals- of the S1n.1c l)f New Mexico in In
«he Malter or lhe 11ctllloll nf 111~ Flr.!il NAflonAIIbnk,
el ol. ~. D~nndlllo Counly Valuation Protcsll'l; DoAnJ.
No. 2671.

2. The deadline for the Property TAX Dcp!U\fi\CIIl
tp mttll notices of valualiPII for the 1977 tax year to
prgp~f!)' owners whose prop~rty is vnluetl by 1hc
Property Tax Depanmctll 1 the deadline being folind
In sub,.clloo U of Secllon 72·31·20 NMSA 19~3
(Supp. 197$} b hereby extended rrom May 1, 1977 to
June J, 1977. This c.~~;1ension 1~ made to p~rmlt the
deparimenl 10 comph;te auditing fi'Jr 1977 tnxpl\yer
re"[lQrll! ·mnde lo Ihe P~panment,
DONE this ~th day of April, 1977 in.Santnf'e 1 New
Mexico,
Cedi J, PlckeU; Director, ·Property Tal( Department.
'Stale of New Mexico

Call Toll Free .Europe Jnt'l Ltd. (80Q) 223·
7676. 4/26

BODY BUI!NO. Ov~t .150 natural tiath products,
muural shampoos, amino ~cld cQndltioners, body
oils, perfume oils, about 50 different scents, massage
headquarters with oils and lotions, moiuurizers an~
skin care speciaHie:s, hypo-allergenlc soaps, i.pofa
sponges, niuural bristle hair bru~hes and much
more ... 2910 Ccnlral S,E ... 3 doors east of Girard O!l
Central. 4/27
!-).S.D. A. ESTIMATES the "avCrageAmerjcan'' will
consume .10 'bs. of food additives this yc;:ar. They
won't get it at the Morning Glory Cafe, fealurlng reAl
food, fr~sh ·vegetables, and chemical· free meats.

'(Right ~ehlnd the Triangle) 2933 Monte Vista
N.E, 4/27

Legill Notlcea
EXTENSIONS OF CERTAIN DEADLINES FOR
TAX YEAR 1977..
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Pursuant to my amhority under Set::tion

aftcr6:00. 4/26
PEAVY 4·CHANNEL P.A..

Any $hlllent wishing to work on the Fiesta Cleaning
Committee call 8$3~7088, Wag_es are ·$2.60 per hour,
There wtll be a meeting of Native American Stt1dles
and Students Monday. April 25 at Nntiv~ American
Studies at 3:30p.m.
The ph}'sicnl educat/pn ckpartment Is offering ~
beginning ,Y0$A. class June 13-July 8 rront .6-8 p-.m.
and an Jntermcdiati:: yoga class July July ll·Aug, s.
For informa(lon, call Cath)' at' 2.77·2128 Qr see her In
Rm, IOOof Johnson qym •
Students intcres!cd in •aking Flash French, an
intensive JS·hour French course, !ihould contnct
Truclt OoQk nf either his office or home.

72·31·8~~

NMSA 19~3 ISupp. 197~). I hereby extend lhc
following deadlines found In the Properly Tax_ ·Code

with respect to the l9771a~y~ar Only:
1. The deadline for county valuation protestsboards to decide protests which is found in subsection
C ofSeotion72·31·27 NMSA 1953 (Supp. 1975) Is
hereby cxlcnded from H ... one hUndred and twenty
days oft he date the protest is file'd ... ''to twoJumdrcd
and ten days afler lhe date the protest is filed. The
effect of this Order is that all protests to 1977 not.lccs

Here's
a Winner
COPIES WHILE
YOUWAJT

4/29

FENDER RHODES suitcase electric piano: excellent
condition, .$875.00 negotiable. Call Mike, 299·3265,

.s

(t

NO MINIMUM

!Wo Shure mics

w/stands, SSOO.OO, Call John, 294-7362 after
6:00. 4/l8
NICE THREE BEDROOM HOUSE with study, TVroom, income~apt., UNM-BCMC area, 256~
9461. 4/29
F~l eXcellent condition,
5300.00 -or best orrer. 19 Pc. s'c>c:ket set, $15.00. 299-

CANNON .3Smm model

2450, after6:00. 4125

FULL SIZE BED, other furniture. Must sell. Brenda,
277-4918. 4/29
GIBSON SO STANDARD w/case. Call John, 262·
0909. 4/29
1964 VOLVO: best offer, call evenings, 243~
7l34. 4/29

FotRent
' 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, four. bloch from
UNM and TVI. For more information call 8775339. 4125
NO. BILLS, two bedroom, air conditioning, disposal,
kids line, $140.00, 262~1751. Valley Rentals. small
fee, .4/2.5
A REAL DREAM: Spacious· three bedroom with air
·- condilionins. Sl80.00. Kids OK. 262·1751, Valley
Rentals:, small fee. 4/25
.ALL UTILITIES PAID: Carpeted on~ bedroom, just
S75.00, no lease. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, small
fee. 4125
NEED MELLOW FEMALE ROOMIE by May~ for
l'arge l~iler, $92.50 per. Call298-7349, after 5~ 4/27
FEMALE ROOMMATE: wanted around May 1st,
5hare lar&e 'three bedroom home dose to UNM~ Wilh
extrail·:ltenl and utilities, SflS.OO a month. Trish,
843-61So. 4ti9
KIDS, PETS FINE! Quiet two bedroom, central air,
green y-ard. $160.00. 262·1151, Valley Rentals, $20.00
fee. 4129
ENJOY 'YOURSELF. Finer three-bedroom, fenced
yard, kids,- pels. $200.00. 262-1751 1- Valfcy ReiUals,
$20.00 fcc, 4/l9
ALL UTtLJTlES PAID_,. Air conditioned two
bedroom, $170.00, Kids, pets fine. 262·17SI, Valley
Rentals, 520.00 fee, · 4/29
CALL TODAY. Spacious two b~droom 1 kids, pels
OK~ $100.00. no lease. $20.00 (ee 1 Vs.llcy Rentals,
. 262·1751. 4/29
WAll< TO SCHOOL. Fully furnished one bedroom
With air conditioning. $130.00, utilities 'paid. $20.00
'fee, Valley Rentals, 2§2.~1751. 4/29
RENT WEEKlY! cozy one bedroom, $25,00hVk,,
good area, no lease. $20.00 fee 1 Valley Rt:ntals 1 262 ..
17!1. 41i9
FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM duplex •pl., two
blocks from UNM, $t9S.OO/tnontl1 plus Ullliiics. C~ll
256·9305. 4129
fEMALB TO SJ-lARB two-bedroom apartment near
Washington and Lomas. Off-street parking, ·laundry~
$81.00. 255·8498. 4/29
FURNISH~D ROOMS FOR R~NT, summer,
tampus, S60.00 si11glc: $40.00 double. 243·
0066. 4129

Employment
·WORK FOR n better world. Apply to the Peate
Corps. tall217·5!l01alt<rl:3o P.M. 4/29

PART•TIME JOO: sale$ 1 Ncxiblq hours, good pay.
Ponible Full-time for summer. Call: Phil Franezyk,
C.L.U, 292·2830. 4/29
,
SUMMER WORK for coll<s< stud<nls' $400.00 a
month, )5 opcnin~•· Call294-2064, 255·:2337. 4129

I

time durillg summer, call Judy,,243·6995. 4/29

TDDAY'S CRDSSIDID PUZZLB

Try O.u"t For

'

4&7p,m. 4/25
PARTTIME DESK CLERK: We¢kcnd hours, Call for
l1Uerview, Crossroads Motcl,.J42-2757, 4121
WORK.STUDY STUDENT, avollable fUll or part·

~;pumy tJ.$SC~s.ors

purlluant 10
tho l>rOvi•lohl of S<o!ion 72·31·24 NMSA 1953' ,.
(Supp. 1975) Qre r~quirt.>d to be dccfde{l b)''lhe county

19681i0NDA 305: Rebuillensine,lransinlsslon, new
clutch, wi~h h~lmet ·& servic"e manual, $300.()0or best

ldentify&claim, rm.I05, Marron Hall. 4125

Mall, 4/21177. Please return to Marron Hall, rm.
13 t. Reward, • 4/1Q

'

1st Meeting -- Monday
April25 8:00 p.Dl.
Carlisle _Gy01

COMBINATION LOCK, FAC area.

chin. 242·1294. 4/29
LOST: BROWN SUEDE JACKET, probably left on

~

•

Compan~

PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, J.D, photos. Lowest

ATTAI.N GREAT·
HEIGHTS

'-·

fiNEST SEL~CTION of handmade wedding

Setvl.ces

CONTACTS11 CASEY OPTICAL
8736, ~fn
·

s!ocking. Must be O\'C!T 21 1 gra(jUale JiiUdents Qnly.
Apply ii1 per~on, no pllone enlls. Save:-Way Liquor
Store, S704 Lomas B!Yd. N.E. 4/29
ARTS & CRAFTS lnstr\!Clors. College: age men fQr
boys ·summer cArnp in Ul~ Par.k-, N.M.! June 21-Aug.
9. For info, cull Brad Ounnln$ham,2$S·B3QO bc:tweet\

Fot s~Je

If co..ncelled be-fore five lniMion~) •. Clo:s.~IJied o.dvertl,.ell!entl muat be- paid In

Las Lomas, 277·4502. 4/29
WOULD LIKE TO ORGANIZE synchro swim club.
Interested? Call Mike, 277-3231, after6 p.m. 4/29

Seethe WAC!
Fan Fare! Excitement!
All expenses paid
l\1en and Women

April26. 4/25
PART TIME HELP WANTED: Sale• clerk &

RD!~e•~

Bazan
·Romero
. As students, we are here at UNM
to get an education and to return to •
the outside world, hopefully armed
with knowledge. When we return to
the real world we must be
responsible to the majority, the
people of this state. After all, they
support this institution with their
tax dollars.
ln attempting to acquire all this
knowledge, we need to do much
research. There are major areas
that need covering. This is where I
see that NMPIRG, in gathering this
research, will be valuable to
students. I would like to work with
NMPIRG and have this i'nformation' at the disposal of the
students.
'
I feel more ·student input is
needed in determining what other
areas are important in the field of
research. I would move"to establish
the avenue for this input.

c:hildhood ·programs: und/or 2 yrs. educa.llnn in c;arly
childhood development area~. Pnys $6,000,00 yearly~
Send resume to: 10~8 Mesu Yi..~tn linl! 1 UNM, by

of v;luation filed with

C"'tr1t,n,g iCOCLltMQ
C"C '!1QJI'"Q

1712 lomas Northeast I (Corner of UniversitY)
Open 7 days a week I Call 243-2841 for hours

-

~*******************************

**
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# Electr()lax Offers Summer Employment *f
*
ToCollegeStudents
*
*
*
#
*
***
**
*
**
iE
**
*•****************************~
*
**
*

For the 11th Consecutive Year, Electrolux is offering summer, parl·time
or full·time employment to college students. The program includes
* $1,000,$750 and $500 Special Awards for selling a fixed volume of
business. Student participation has continually increased, Last year
the sales volume of students In the summer program totaled over $2
*million.
.
Interested students may apply to any Electrolux Branch office or write: *

Electrolux. College Education Fund
2777 Summer Street. Stamford Ct. 06905

_Mail the Campus
You can put the campus
in a mailbox for just $10
per year. That includes
daily mailing of all issues
of the Daily Lobo and
weekly mailings of the
Summer Lobo.

Come to"Marron Hall
Room 131 or mail $10 to:
Daily Lobo
UNM Box20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
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Kathleen
.Price ·
Watson·
New Mexico is a

uniqu~

••. More Statements
state,

"§ and I would like to help keep it that
...l
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Catkin
Kilcher Mariott•
a,?·{

Susan Larsen

As for my experience- and·
way. PIRG is one of our most
effective vehicles in the fight .to qualifications for the PIRO board,
preserve New Mexico's. integrity. l was recently a member pf Citizens
Our resources are valuable and 'Against Non-Returnables and
limited, and I would like to work worked closely ·with PIRG in
with PIRG in lobbying to guard our coordinating the support for the
riches wisely, end our colonialism bottle bill at UNM: I am also a
and prepare New Mexico for the member .of the tJNM branch 'of
future. I would also advocate New Mexicd Citizens for Clean. Air
and Water and plan on working
PU~G's joining with the ASUNM
Senate's Lobby Committee to with PIRG in regar~s to the enlobby in the City Council. As well forcement of air 'and water quality
as involving itself · in ASUNM standards in New Mexico. I have a
Senate, PIRG should move onto degree in biology and chemistry and
the main campus and help develop. I studied Chemical Engineering this
courses and workshops dealing with past year. I plan on going to law
issues such as environmental law, school in the fall and concentrating
lobbying, student rights, and using on natural resource law.
the legal system. PIRG could also
For my project priorities, l feel
investigate UNM's compli;mce with
Title IX regulations concerning sex that environmental and energydiscdmination in education, help related issues are among the most
the University develop a practical serious problems facing us today.
and desirable sclution to our With New Mexico's abundance of
parking problem, and investigate natural resources, I feel it will
the cost of health care in become increasingly important in
Albuquerque, both on and off the energy picture for the entire
campus. These issues are just the tip United States. However, I feel that
of the iceberg for PIRO.
any industrial. growth should be
Although I have never worked carefully studied in all aspectwith an organization quite like s-economic, social, as well· as
PIRG, I do have a strong interest in environment~:\,!. I think ·PIRG can
environmentalism and each per- be most useful in supplying the
son's rigbt to a decent life. I have citizens of New Mexico with inworked with similarly dedicated formation concerning these
organizations. I am eager to work developments. Although New
for PIRG and the University Mexico did not get the Solar Energy
students, and also for my state.
Research lnstitute, many .Projects

.

.

are going on .i!l. the universities and
research. faclbtJes of the state.. I
would hke ,to see. P.U~G compile
some of the.mformauo~ from ttlese _,
centers, Wlth ~mphas•s . on the
homeowners opt1ons for usmg solar
systems to , cut down on energy
consumption.
Also, mass transit and bike paths
are imi')ortant subjects especially in
the urban centers of New Mexico.
In Albuquerque, the bus system is
very inadequate, which results· in
very few people giving up their
private car as their means of
transportation. As a commuting
bicyclist to this campus for the last
five years, I would be grateful, to
say the least, to have an adequate
bike path system throughout the
city· PIRG could study the
situation and come up with some
feasible, economic solutions.
· Although my educational
backround has been studying· the
environment and energy, I would
.not neglect the many social and
consumer issues PIRG can and does
study. There is so much room for
imi')rovement in all these areas tliat,
as a board member, l would be
open to suggestions for projects
concerning any type of issue.
Finally, I would like to see PIRG
become established on other
campuses in New Mexico, and I
·would be willing to. work toward
this ~nd.

(Cootinucd from Page · 1J

military "could fosJer development
by being a rational, modern, effective technocratic organization,''
He said, "I ·argued against this,
saying· that, in the process of
·i')olitical development, the inclusion
of the masses in politics . would
··mean, under democratic norms,
that the government would have to
become increasingly responsive to
mass demands. I argued that the
military woulq interrupt this."
Needler emphasized, however,
that ult may be that the military is
progressive in an oligarchy and
conservative in a working~class
society. We must understand the
relationship of the military to the
country's social classes.''
The class-analysis approach,
Needler said, applies ''the general
principles of Marxist analysis to
individual officers of the Latin
American armed forces.''
These officers are primarily
middle-class, said Needler, "but
their class ori'gins are-not decisive in
determining their attitudes."
Instead, Needler said, officers'
policital attitudes, are shaped "by .
an extensive re-socialization and
indoctrination after they b~come
members of the officer corps. They
identify primarily with the military
institution itself. n
Needler said that Latin American
armies "do not necessarily'; defend
the dominant class or the economic
status quo in a nation. "There have
been cases where military coups
have been clearly directed against
the dominant classes," Needler
said.
Asked what U.S. policy in Latin
America should be in general;
Needler said, "The sort of (U.S.)
· influence l would like doesn't
extend, to violations of a nation's
sovereignty. It should be the sort of
U.S. influence l would like and you
would like, and not the sort we'v.e
had until recently.''

..

I am rerunning for NMPIRG
board' of directors because I feel
that, PIRG is the most vital
organization on campus. In the last
six months I initiated the PIRG
table on campus to establish more
student communication with PIRG.
I have held a chair position in M.E.Ch,A. (similar to president), and am I would like to continue my work in
currently actively involved. My best qualification is that I am an the area of better student relations
··aggressive person.
with PIRG.
As a student at UNM I am opi')osed to such narrow viewpoints stating
that stud¢nts have no moral or ethical responsibility to the people of the
l would like to see the
state of New Mexico. I'm at UNM to get an education and TAKE BACK organization grow and expand in
what I learn to the people of New Mexico. ·Too often we forget that the this state. I want to establish PIRG
taxpayers of this state are the ones that support this University. Although communications in all the New
·the University system is set up to train us for future us by the large cor- Mexico universities. i am also
porations-! never forget my responsibility to the people of this state. I strongly concerned with keeping
hope this is true with some of my other fellow 'students.
check on the uranium industry in
NMPIRG takes up such issues as the question of taxing uranium export this state.
and retaining this revenue in state. How many students realize that this
revenue would help hold down the cost of our education!
As a voting member I strongly
If elected to N~PIRG, my intention will be to continue these wor- endor.se PIRG to lobby for
thwhile projects-at the same time utilizing PIRG's resources to make the repealing the food tax. increasing
long hoped for cooperative bookstore a reality. I aiso feel PJRG has many the uranium severance tax and
resources and avenues available. that students should utilize. I will make prison reform in New Mexico.
every attempt to insure that the relationship between PIRG and students
continues to flourish.
.
I will appreciate your vote of confidence. Thanks.
Most important I am strongly
supportive of the idea of a student
public interest group and am willing
· to put the time into PIRG, to make
it a good strong organization. l ask
for your 'support in this election
because I supportPIRG.

All $1.00 Off Coupons
Are Void For The Remainder .
Of The Se1J1ester .
4:513 Certtral NE 256-9953

lfypu are a victim or sexual assault and would like
help, join a. group which meets one even ins a week in
the home of a womllll physician. For informaiion,
call Lynn Rosner of the Rape Crisis Center, 277.{)707
or Joan ChristY at the Family Practice Center, 277·
2166.

HAYAY ·SHALOM

Recorded

M~ssage

Phone 296·8568
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One Dollar
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Come Fly With Us ...
. What A Challenge II

On Campus May 2-4
Sign Up Now For Interview

Lucky's Pizza

•.

·Julie Rosner

Peace Corps *Vista

The New

j

. I would also like to make PIRG m·ore accessible and responsi-ve to
students concqrns and public interests; and to encourage greater student
participation in PIRG projects.

Velia Silva

( __••_•.L_e___c_tu_r_e_ ___..)

.

I have worked .with the John Muir Society, an affiliate of the Sierra
Club, for two summers, on various environmental issues . .In the summer·
of .1973, I worked with the Nation,al Forest Service, in Mt. McKinley
National Park. I have a strong science background at UNM, with insight
into environmental affairs. I also have an awareness of consumer and en.vironmental problems. My participation at UNM during the past three
years has been liQ1itedbJ~~ause pf'heavy class and work loads; But my last
year as an u.nde(grad11ate at UNM consists of a light class load, which
gives me the opportupity. and the, time to act on my convictions that,
through PIRG student action is possible necessary and demanded!
·
' · · ·
·
· ' ·
··
l want to enact a recy~linr program, ce~tered here at UNM; one that is
easily accessible to students. I want to look into the parking situation, and
amend the University's policy about towing student~ cars. off campus.
Students have little enough money without paying the outrageous, unfair
towjng costs now ·being charged! 1 also want more research done on the
jewelry manufacturing industry (such as hishi and·hook-and-eye) in New'
Mexico-and help to reform its present system of exploiting workers,
.while seriously endangering their .health, because of hazardous working
conditions and the use of solder containing Cadmium (a heavy metal). I
also want to see the continued participation of PIRG in lobbying, con•
sumer and environmental affairs; energy conservation, J;luman rights, and.
cP,ild care.
,
·
PIRG is the only unified source of power for students. We, as students
and !esidents 'of this state, are a large and important part of the cornmumty; we have too often been paternalistically humored or ignored.
PIRG is the only organization that is funded, directed and controlled by
students, and can operate- without the restrictions of other campus
organizations-and it has a professional/legal staff to support and further
its activiues. As a member of the PIRG Board of Directors, I would work
for the continuation and concentration of PIRG activities. I will have the
time that is necessary to dedicate myself to this next year.
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